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Question: 225

What is the correct method for gathering Horizon agent logs?

A. From the desktop where Horizon Agent is installed, run the commandsys report._full.
cmd.
B. From the desktop where Horizon Client is installed, run the command imvtutil --verbose.
C. From the desktop where Horizon Connection Server is installed, run the command wmware-sviconfig - log.
D. From the desktop where Horizon Agent is installed, run the commandsupport. bat.

Answer: C

Question: 226

Which VMware Digital Workspace components provides a unified and user-centric approach to managing and
securing an endpoint from a single platform?

A. VMware vSphere
B. Workspace ONE Access
C. Workspace ONE UEM
D. VMware Horizon

Answer: C

Explanation:

https://www.vmware.com/asean/products/workspace-one/workspace-iot.html

Question: 227

Which service gives the ability to remote control Android devices?

A. Workspace ONE Assist
B. Workspace ONE Intelligence
C. Workspace ONE Access
D. Workspace ONE Tunnel

Answer: A

Question: 228

DRAG DROP

Match the client type on the left with its key benefit on the right by dragging the client type into the correct box.



wrong

Answer: A

Explanation:

A client with negligible processing capability that typically provides rich functionality independent of the central
server. Thick Client

A single computer with a light-weight OS that has been optimized for establishing a remote connection with a server
based computing environment. Thin Client

Question: 230

Which Feature of Workspace ONE Content Delivery Network reduces bandwidth requirements, server load, and
improves the client response times?

A. peer-to-peer
B. server caches
C. reverse proxies
D. web caches

Answer: C

Question: 231

An administrator wants to set the initial configuration state of applications using Application Profiler.

Which VMware tool does the Application Profiler reside in?

A. App Volumes
B. Unified Access Gateway
C. Dynamic Environment Manager
D. Workspace ONE UEM

Answer: C

Question: 232

Which Horizon Cloud deployment option includes a fully managed infrastructure: from VMware?



A. VMC on AWS
B. Microsoft Azure
C. IBM Cloud
D. Google Cloud

Answer: B

Question: 233

How can a Workspace ONE admin gather logs from a managed device in the UEM Console?

A. Group based targeted logging
B. Device-based targeted logging
C. OS-based targeted logging
D. Platform-based targeted logging

Answer: A

Question: 234

After testing a new App Volumes application package containing a major update to a specific application, how can an
administrator assign the updated version of the application to users?

A. Update the package stage in App Volumes manager.
B. Update the App Volumes Agent on the user's systems,
C. Change the current market setting for the package in the App Volumes Manager.
D. Change the version setting for the application in the App Volumes Manager.

Answer: C

Question: 235

Which layer in VMware Horizon's conceptual architecture diagram outlines server, network, and storage mapping?

A. Physical
B. Virtualization
C. Application Resource
D. User Access

Answer: B

Question: 236

HOTSPOT

Click the appropriate dashboard button in the exhibit to answer the question.

Which button in the exhibit would you select to access the dashboard that can be used to view data concerning
compromised devices, passcode risk, encryption status, and top risks?



wrong

Answer: B

Explanation:

â The Security Risk dashboard displays data concerning the security of managed devices in your Workspace ONE
deployment. See data concerning compromised devices, passcode risk, encryption status, and top risks. The OS
Updates dashboard displays data about versions of operating systems running in your environment. It also reports on
application and operating system patches.

Question: 237

Which application is used by end users to view application assignments from both UCM and Access on their mobile
device?

A. Launcher
B. Boxer
C. Workspace ONE
D. Intelligent Hub

Answer: C

Question: 238

What is the VMware recommended resource for official release notes and documentations for VMware Workspace
ONE products?

A. workspaceone.com
B. vmware.com
C. docs.vmware.com
D. techzone.vmware.com

Answer: C



Question: 239

Which two of the following statements accurately describe VMware App Volumes? (Choose two.)

A. It limits user's access to their application data across sessions and devices.
B. It is an application that permits administrators to assign, update, or remove user applications.
C. It is an application that gives a user a limit to the number of items that can be downloaded.
D. It is a teal time application delivery system for non-persistent desktops.
E. It is an empty VMDK or VHD file that you assign to a specific user.

Answer: A,C

Question: 240

How can a Workspace ONE UEM admin gather logs from a managed device?

A. Use OS-based targeted logging.
B. Use device-side logging.
C. Use platform side logging
D. Use platform based targeted logging.

Answer: B




